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6 Introduction 
A large number of research teams create and run workflows to support their 
applications. There are two key players in this process: researchers who use 
workflows and workflow developers (or e-scientists) who create workflows. 
Elaborating a workflow may require significant efforts and specific expertise. 
Workflow developers have to be familiar with both the research area which they 
address and workflow systems they use. Workflow development, testing and 
validation are time consuming and require specific expertise. These constrains limit 
the number of available workflows, so it is important to reuse them. However, there is 
a further obstacle to workflow dissemination: there are many workflow systems, and 
workflows developed for one workflow system are normally not compatible with 
workflows of other workflow systems. As a result research communities cannot easily 
use existing workflows. This situation can be resolved by workflow interoperability 
according to which publicly available workflows can be and should be used by 
different research communities on different workflow systems and on multiple 
distributed computing infrastructures. 
 
The JRA1 work package completed the development of the first version of the 
SHIWA Repository in December 2010 and SA1 deployed and integrated this version 
with the SHIWA Simulation Platform v1 in February 2011. Deliverable 5.1: SHIWA 
Workflow Repository [1] and 3.1: SHIWA Portal [2] presented all the relevant activities 
and outputs. The SA2 work package has being evaluated the simulation platform and 
its components, particularly the SHIWA Portal and the SHIWA Repository since April 
2011. They produced three SHIWA platform periodic feedback reports: MS09 [3], 
MS10 [4] and MS11 [5]. The reports identified several issues and defined multiple 
enhancements which could improve significantly the performance, security, scalability 
and usability of the simulation platform. The JRA1 and SA1 work packages analysed 
the evaluation reports and defined three types of issues: to be solved, to be 
investigated and not to be considered. JRA1 addressed most of these enhancements 
and issues between June 2011 and February 2012. SA1 deployed the second 
version of the SHIWA Simulation Platform (SSP v2) in September 2012. The major 
upgrade was the replacement of the SHIWA Portal v1 with the WS-PGRADE based 
portal: SHIWA Portal v2. As a further upgrade SA1 also deployed the second version 
of the SHIWA Repository with a significantly improved GUI features and repository 
services in November 2011. As further improvements JRA1 extended the repository 
with workflow execution support and integrated the portal with the repository to offer 
direct access to workflows through the portal GUI. SA1 upgraded both the SHIWA 
Portal and the SHIWA Repository with these developments. This document mainly 
focuses on the developments of the SHIWA Workflow Repository, which is available 
at: http://repo.shiwa-workflow.eu. 
 
In Section 7 we present the issues raised in the three feedback reports on the 
simulation platform. We also give an overview of bugs and enhancements reported in 
the SHIWA Bugzilla. We categorise all of them and report their status. Further, in 
Section 8 we outline three major enhancements (repository GUI enhancement, 
repository execution support and portal and repository integration) done by the JRA1 
work package and deployed by the SA1 work package. 
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7 Evaluation of the SHIWA Simulation Platform 
SA2 work package has been evaluating the simulation platform since April 2011. It 
produced three simulation platform evaluation reports: MS09 [3], MS10 [4] and MS11 
[5]. These reports identified the following issues: 
 

MS09 
simulation platform 

 ID description status action 
security I01 separate portal and repository 

accounts 
solved  

 I02 no single-sign-on  to be investigated
useability I03 platform is not user-friendly improved  
stability I04 too many downtimes improved  
accessability I05 Web-start based WF Editor is 

accessed via non-standard https 
port 

 to be investigated

monitoring I06 no execution monitoring of sub-
workflows 

 to be investigated

access to SSP I07 no API to all SSP components  not to implement 
CGI approach 

 ID description status action 
security I08 no multiple user proxy handling  to be investigated
data 
management 

I09 no data transfer between certain 
sub-workflows & data translation 
between sub-workflows 

 to be investigated

parameter study I10 not possible to exchange 
parameter range in 
subworkflows 

 to be done 

SHIWA Repository 
 ID description status action 

repo structure I11 workflow data is stored in flat 
tables 

solved  

link between 
portal & repo 

I12 users cannot access workflows 
from the portal 

solved  

link of meta & 
subworkflows 

I13 meta & subworkflows cannot be 
associated 

 to be done 

attribute 
management 

I14 attributes of new implementation 
can be defined from scratch 

solved  

data type 
management 

I15 data types of subworkflows 
cannot be specified 

solved  

DCI & VO data I16 no mandatory DCI & VO data 
specification 

solved  

workflow 
validation 

I17 workflows and implementation 
are not validated 

policy 
defined 

validation is 
underway 

Table 7.1: Issues Raised in MS09 
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MS10 

CGI approach 
 ID description status action 

sub-workflow 
management 

I18 no automatic resubmission of 
failed sub-workflows 

 to be done 

SHIWA Repository 
workflow data I19 no workflow graphical 

representation and detailed 
description 

solved  

data 
management 

I20 data compatibility of 
subworkflows is not addressed 

 to be done 

workflow 
versioning 

I21 no workflow version 
management 

 to be investigated

workflow 
execution 

I22 shiwa workflow does not handle 
execution data 

solved  

 I23 workflows should be uploaded 
to the GEMLCA repository 

solved  

enhancements I24 no clickable URLs in the 
workflow description 

solved  

 I25 hierarchical browsing is not 
supported 

solved  

 I26 No formal distinction between 
command-line and file based 
parameters 

solved  

 I27 no common definition of 
parameter syntax & semantics 

solved  

SHIWA Portal 
 ID description status action 

link between the 
portal & repo 

I28 users should know number of 
ports of legacy codes while 
creating the abstract workflow 

 to be investigated

Monitoring I29 colouring of workflow execution 
is not reasonable 

 to be done 

Table 7.2: Issues Raised in MS10 

 
MS11 

simulation platform 
 ID description status action 

Security I31 proxy lifetime is constrained by 
the portal 

solved  

SHIWA Portal 
 ID description status action 

workflow 
execution 

I32 PGRADE workflows cannot be 
executed by other workflow 
engines 

 to be done 

Table 7.3: Issues Raised in MS11 
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The SA1 work package set up the SHIWA Bugzilla. Workflow developers and e-
scientists reported several bugs and enhancements (See Table 7.4). 
 

SHIWA Bugzilla 
SHIWA Repository 

 ID description status action 
bugs B01 sorting workflow list does not 

work 
solved  

 B02 multiple saves are required to 
store modified or new attribute 
values 

solved  

 B03 task type insert error solved  
SHIWA Repository 

 ID description status action 
enhancements E01 renaming of workflows is not 

supported 
 not to implement 

 E02 user cannot add new engine to 
the shiwa repository 

 not to implement 

 E03 improve file selection and 
download from the attribute tab 

solved  

 E04 add a back button to improve 
navigation in the repo forms 

solved  

 E05 add more information about the 
repo sites 

 to be done 

 E06 display the previously entered 
keywords 

 to be done 

 E07 display the previously entered 
keywords 

 to be done 

 E08 support concurrent editing of 
workflows & implementations 

 to be investigated 

 E09 support file sharing among 
workflows 

 to be done 

 E10 extend workflow data types by 
array type 

 to be done 

 E11 refer to port names instead of 
port references 

solved  

 E12 misleading naming of 
configuration data 

solved  

Table 7.4: Issues Raised in the SHIWA Bugzilla 

The SA1 work package follows regularly both the Bugzilla entries and the simulation 
platform evaluation reports. The work package defined four categories of the reported 
items: “solved”, “to be done”, “to be investigated” and “not to implement”. SA1 solved 
fifteen issues, will solve six issues and investigate further seven issues and will not 
consider implementing three issues identified by the simulation platform feedback 
reports. SA1 also sorted out three bugs and four enhancement requests will solve 
five entries and will not consider implementing three entries reported to the SHIWA 
Bugzilla. 
 
In Section 8 we outline three major repository enhancements: GUI enhancements, 
SHIWA Repository execution support extension and integration of the SHIWA Portal 
and the SHIWA Repository. 
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8 SHIWA Portal and SHIWA Repository Extensions 

8.1 SHIWA Repository GUI enhancements 

The MS9, MS10 and MS11 documents of the SA2 work package describe the main 
issues and enhancement requests related to the previous versions of the SHIWA 
Repository. This section summarizes the main GUI related issues identified in these 
documents and describes how they have been addressed and resolved in the 
SHIWA Repository v2. The addressed GUI related issues were the followings: 
 

• Structured view of workflows and their implementations,  
• Search operations and displaying workflow graphs 
• Link meta- and sub-workflows and DCI info 
• Duplicate implementations 
• Repository content validation 
 

8.1.1 Repository structure, search and workflow graph preview 
feedback report: I11 & I19 & I25 

The request was to provide a structured view of the workflows and their 
implementations, display workflow graphs, enable search on various workflow 
attributes and support displaying http links to remote URLs and to local files uploaded 
to the repository 
 
Previous versions of the repository provided flat table views of the key repository 
entities such as workflows and workflow implementations. Since these allow quick 
overview and navigation on the GUI, rather than replacing them, three additional view 
pages were introduced: 
 

- Browse workflows page 
- Browse implementations page 
- Workflow details page 
 

The first two pages allow users to filter the repository entities based on their scientific 
domain. They also enable searching using multiple attributes and provide a preview 
of the workflow graphs.  
 
The Browse Workflows Page (see Figure 8.1.1) lists each workflow matching the 
search criteria, shows a summary of the workflows and a preview of their 
implementations. Further details of the workflows can be obtained by opening the 
provided information panels about inputs, outputs and provided datasets. The 
Browse Implementations Page (see Figure 8.1..1.2) shows similar information 
about workflow implementations and provides the same filtering and searching 
capabilities.  
 
By clicking on the details button of a workflow on any of the above two pages, the 
Workflow Details Page (see Figure 8.1.3) can be opened. This shows a detailed 
view of the selected workflow and its implementations along with the provided 
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metadata and files. All these pages support live links to both remote and local 
resources. 

 
Figure 8.1.1: Browse Workflows View 

 

Figure 8.1.2: Browse Implementations View 
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Figure 8.1.3: Details View 
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8.1.2 Link meta- and sub-workflows and DCI info - feedback report: I13 & I14 
In the previous repository version there was no supported way to link meta-workflows 
and sub-workflows and to explicitly define the DCI requirements of workflows. 
 
In order to address these issues the concept of dependency types was introduced to 
enable workflow developers to formally define a dependency (among others) as Sub-
Workflow dependency or DCI dependency. 
 
In the case of a meta-workflow that embeds one or more sub-workflows a Sub-
Workflow dependency should be defined, and can be resolved by a configuration that 
defines which workflow implementation is embedded. (See the first four 
dependencies in Figure 8.1.4) 
 
In the case of a workflow that requires access to a certain DCI, a DCI dependency 
should be defined, which can be resolved by a configuration as well. (See the last 
dependency in Figure 8.1.4) 
 

 
Figure 8.1.4: Linking meta-workflows and sub-workflows 
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8.1.3 Duplicate workflow implementations - feedback report: I14 
In the previous workflow repository version workflow developers had to re-enter the 
same data multiple times if they created a new workflow implementation of a 
previously defined workflow. Since these implementations may have several common 
attributes it raised a request to support duplication of workflow implementation.  
 
In order to speed up the creation of a new workflow implementation, a duplication 
mechanism was created, which allows copying an existing implementation by a 
single click. See screenshot in Figure 8.1.55. After clicking on the “Duplicate” tab, the 
implementation is cloned along with its attributes and files.  
 

 
Figure 8.1.5: Duplicate implementation 
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8.1.4 Repository Content Validation (or Curation) – feedback report: I17 
If workflow developers do not provide all the requested information about their 
workflows or they upload workflows without proper testing third party users are not 
able to find workflows they look for or they cannot execute the selected workflows. 
 
In order to ensure that workflows available in the repository can be executed, a 
validation procedure has been introduced. Validation is supported at the level of both 
workflows and their implementations. If the publication of a workflow or an 
implementation is complete, the workflow developer should submit the workflow or 
the implementation for validation. (See Figure 8.1.6) We defined a new actor called 
Validator whose task is to check if the provided information of the given workflow or 
implementation is complete and the workflow implementation can be executed. In 
order to support this, a new Validator Page has been created. (See Figure 8.1.6) 
This lists the workflows and implementations ready for validation and allows the 
validator to test, approve or reject the item.  
 

 
Figure 8.1.5: Submitting workflow for validation 

 

 
Figure 8.1.6: Validator page 
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8.2 SHIWA Workflow Repository Execution Support  
feedback report: I22 & I23 

 
The SHIWA Simulation Platform (SSP) supports execution of workflow on multiple 
DCIs using different workflow engines. There are two repositories used by the 
SHIWA Simulation Platform: the GEMLCA Repository and the SHIWA Repository. 
The first one stores binaries, default and/or sample input files and legacy code 
descriptions of workflows and workflow engines. The second one is developed to 
manage workflows and their data such as workflow description, workflow 
implementation and workflow configuration. This repository provides services for both 
workflow developers and workflow users. Workflow developers can upload workflows 
and their implementations, and make them publicly available. They can also modify 
and delete workflows. Workflow users can browse and search workflows published in 
the repository. They can also download workflows they need to run their experiments. 
 

8.2.1. Motivation of the extension 
Previously, workflow developers defined the metadata of workflows using the SHIWA 
Repository GUI. They uploaded the workflow description, implementation and 
configuration data to the SHIWA Repository. Workflow developers used the GEMLCA 
Repository’s admin portlet to specify execution data of workflow implementations as 
legacy code description (LCID) which is stored in the GEMLCA Repository as an 
LCID file. This process has proven to be complex and time consuming process. This 
issue was identified as a limitation of the whole simulation platform by the MS9 and 
MS10 reports which summarized the experience of SHIWA Simulation Platform 
users. Deploying a workflow directly from the SHIWA Repository for execution was 
identified by the SA2 work package as a major enhancement to improve the workflow 
developers’ experience. 
 
The SHIWA Repository GUI was extended to enable the workflow developers to 
manage workflow execution data and deploy workflows into the GEMLCA Repository. 
This GUI extension completely hides the GEMLCA Repository in order to greatly 
enhance the workflow developer’s experience of using the simulation platform.  
8.2.2. Objectives of the extension 
In order to describe the execution environment of workflows and deploy them directly 
from the SHIWA Repository into the GEMLCA Repository the following objectives 
were identified: 
 

• To extend the repository metadata structure to support automatic generation of 
the legacy code description (LCID) creating a table containing all existing and 
new attributes in the repository data structure 

• To map the workflow attributes to LCID attributes 
• To solve authentication between the GEMLCA and SHIWA Repository 
• To design use cases which describe how to perform deploy, update and un-

deploy legacy code descriptions in the GEMLCA Repository. 
• To integrate a GEMLCA client with the SHIWA Repository identifying the 

needed jar files and dependencies. 
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• To extend the SHIWA Repository GUI by adding new attributes to the 
implementation attribute tree, therefore workflow developers can define 
execution parameters. 

8.2.3. SHIWA Repository Extension 
SHIWA Repository is extended to support the automatic generation of LCID files. The 
LCID file is an XML file which describes the legacy code: its parameters, executable, 
default input and outputs. Files are handled independently from GEMLCA using 
GridFTP. The extension uses the metadata of workflows and their implementations 
already stored in the repository. Figure 8.2.1 shows the concept of the repository 
support for workflow deployment in GEMLCA. 
 

SHIWA 
Repository

GEMLCA 
Repository

1. define WF and
 execution related data

WF developer

User

2. request:deploy 
to GEMLCA

3. Deploy

4. run WF
 

Figure 8.2.1: Workflow deployment from the SHIWA Repository. 

There are three types of attributes which are used to generate the LCID files. Firstly 
attributes that are generated automatically based on the data already stored in the 
repository, secondly attributes which can be selected from the provided lists, and 
finally attributes which should be manually entered by the users. Table 8.2.1 shows 
implementation attributes tree extension, and table 8.2.2 shows generation of LCID 
and its data source. 
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Example value Description Mandatory Hidden Auto-
generate
d

Type Selectable from list Auto Generation 
method

execution \ - - - - - - - -
- wfGemlcaId FetchImages/Kepler(1.7)/1.0 GEMLCA ID of the 

WF to be deployed
yes never yes string no wfName/Engine(e

ngineVersion)/im
pVersion

- engGemlcaId GIB-KeplerEngine GEMLCA ID of the 
WF engine to be used

yes never no string yes, from the list of 
interpreter backends

-

- maxWallTime 1000 maximum running time 
after which the wf is 
automatically aborted

no never no integer -

- maxParallelism 100 how many instances 
can run 

yes never no integer no -

- deployer \ - - - - - - - -
- username username of the 

person who deployes 
the wf to GEMLCA

yes never yes string no get username 
from repo login 
info

- email email of the person 
who deployes the wf 
to GEMLCA

yes never yes string no get email from 
user table

- param000 \ - - - - - - - -
- type Data Define what the 

parameter represents 
from a list

yes never no enum yes, it can have the 
following values: Input 
port, Output port, 
Dependency, Other

-

- portId/depId port0001 Select id of the port or 
dependency the 
parameter represents 
from a list

if type is 
not other

if and 
only if 
type is 
Other

no string yes from the list of 
input ports, Output 
ports, or 
dependencies, based 
on the selected type

-

- title minuend title of the GEMLCA 
job port

yes never if portId/ 
depId is 
given

string no get title of the 
defined port or 
dependency

- defaultValue 1.txt default value of the 
parameter: string or 
file

yes never no string or 
string+file

if type is not other, 
from the list of 
provided datasets, 
configurations, or imp 
files based on the 
selected type

-

- cmdLine TRUE whether the parameter 
should be passed as 
a cmdline argument

yes never no bool no -

- switchName -m argument name that 
should appear before 
the argument value on 
the cmd line

if 
cmdLine 
is true

never no string no -

- fixed FALSE if the parameter is 
fixed

yes never no bool no -

- file TRUE whether the parameter 
is file

yes never yes bool no based on 
provided default 

- input TRUE whether the parameter 
is an input

yes never if type is 
not other

bool no true if and only if 
type is Input port 

- param000 … - - - - - - - -
- param000 … - - - - - - - -

… … - - - - - - - -

Metadata for LCID generation

 
Table 8.2.1: Implementation attributes tree extension. 
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Generated Value
parameter \ -

- order='1' \ - There is a one-to-one mapping between LCID and repo exec parameters.
- onSites empty string constant, not used by SHIWA, not used by SHIWA
- regExp empty string constant, not used by SHIWA
- commandline execution.param0001.cmdLine
- interprededexecutable false constant, not used by SHIWA
- environment false constant, not used by SHIWA
- name execution.param0001.switchName
- value execution.param0001.defaultValue
- title execution.param0001.title
- Fixed execution.param0001.fixed
- file execution.param0001.file
- input execution.param0001.input

- order='2' … -
- order='3' … -

… … -
BackendSpedificData \ -

- backendId \ execution.engGemlcaId There is one and only one backend defined for an LC
- count 1 constant
- output STDOUT constant
- error STDERR constant
- jobType single constant
- macWallTime execution.maxWallTime
- siteInfo \ 0 There is one and only one siteInfo defined for an LC. It's id is always 0.

- jobManager GIB constant
- site empty No sites are defined for the LC
- executable execution.wfDefinition the executable is always staged
- prefix . constant

AuthorizationInfo \ -
- email execution.deployer.email if possible to define it manually, otherwise email from the robotcert

id execution.wfGemlcaId
status public LCID is always public, because it is being deployed with a robot cert.
maximumParallelism execution.maxParallelism
interpreterBackend false constant, wfs are interpreded LCs

LCID field Comment

 

Table 8.2.2: Data used to generate LCID file 
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8.2.4. SHIWA Repository with Execution Support 
 
We have defined three use cases related to workflow management, involving both 
the GEMLCA Repository and the SHIWA Repository (See Figure 8.2.2): 
 

• The workflow developer deploys workflows into the GEMLCA Repository from 
the SHIWA Repository. 

• The Workflow developer un-deploys some previously deployed workflows from 
the GEMLCA Repository. 

• The Workflow developer updates some previously deployed workflows in the 
GEMLCA Repository. 

 
Figure 8.2.2: Use cases of workflow deployment in the GEMLCA Repository. 

Figure 8.2.3, Figure 8.2.4 and Figure 8.2.5 show the data management process of 
workflow deployment, update and un-deployment respectively. 
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Figure 8.2.3: Data management of workflow deployment. 
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Figure 8.2.4: Data management of workflow update 

 

Figure 8.2.5: Data management of workflow un-deployment 
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8.2.5. Implementation  
In order to run a workflow implementation in the SSP, it must be deployed to the 
GEMLCA Repository. To deploy an implementation the executable should be 
transferred to the GEMLCA Repository, and the execution parameters should be 
described to enable the execution of the workflow implementation using the SHIWA 
Portal. 
 
The List of Workflow Implementations (See Figure 8.2.6) displays the 
implementation’s executability status (i.e. whether the workflow implementation has 
been already deployed and can be executed on the simulation platform). 

 
Figure 8.2.6: Implementation List 

8.2.5.1. Creating execution 
Once the execution of a workflow implementation has been described in the 
repository, it is ready to be deployed to the GEMLCA Service, and made available for 
execution through the SHIWA Simulation Portal. The workflow implementation’s 
execution parameters can be created and configured from the Implementation’s 
Attributes page (See Figure 8.2.7). 

 

Figure 8.2.7: Implementation Attributes 
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On clicking the “Create” action tab of the execution attribute, a dialog box is 
displayed. The workflow engine, which interprets and executes this implementation, 
should be selected from the list (see Figure 8.2.8). 

 

Figure 8.2.8: Select workflow engine interpreter 

Advanced users can configure details of the execution back-end at this stage (See 
Figure): 

• Maximum Walltime: This is the maximum execution time in minutes – after 
which the execution will be suspended even if it is still running. 

• Maximum Parallelism : This is the maximum number of parallel jobs of a 
process 

 
The "Create" button will create the workflow implementation’s execution parameters. 
 

 
Figure 8.2.9: Configure Execution Back-end 

8.2.5.2. Configuring parameters 

 
Figure 8.2.10: Configuring Execution Back-end 

The execution section of the Implementation's Attributes can now be expanded to 
add and define parameters by selecting the "Add" tab (see Figure 8.2.10). 
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First, the user should drag down the ParameterID dialog, to select a unique 
parameter number. Next, the user should select the type of parameter she is 
describing. 
 
Execution parameters can be categorized into 4 types (See Figure 8.2.11): 
 

• INPUT_PORT and OUTPUT_PORT types of parameters should be used to 
configure inputs or outputs which have been described in the Workflow’s 
Attributes (See in the SHIWA Repository Manual [6]). 

• DEPENDENCY type of parameters can be used to configure dependencies 
which have been described in the Implementation’s Attributes (See in the 
SHIWA Repository Manual). 

• CUSTOM type of parameters can be used to configure parameters which are 
not described elsewhere in the repository, but are required for execution. 
These should only be used by advanced users. 

 

Figure 8.2.11: Select Parameter Type 

If the parameter is a file it should be associated with a port. First, the user should 
select the port type and define its ID (See Figure 8.2.12) - as was configured in the 
Workflow’s Attributes (See in the SHIWA Repository Manual). 

 

Figure 8.2.12: Select port 

Next, the user should select which file to associate with the port as the default input 
file or output file (See Figure 8.2.13) in the “Default Value” area. 
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Figure 8.2.13: Select file 

In the case of non-file type parameters, users can enter the default value in a text 
field. 
 
The user can also configure other details of this parameter: 
 

• Command Line: It specifies whether this parameter is a command line 
parameter. 

• Switch Name: If the parameter is a command line parameter it allows 
definition of the switch name. 

• Fixed: It defines whether the user can modify this parameter from the SSP. 
• Title: It is a brief description of the parameter of custom type parameters, 

equivalent to what would otherwise have been in the 
Workflow>Attributes>port>title field. 
 

The user interfaces for DEPENDENCY and CUSTOM typed parameters are 
displayed in Figure 8.2.14 and Figure 8.2.15 respectively. 
 

Figure 8.2.14: Dependency type parameter 
 

Figure 8.2.15 : Custom type parameter 
 

Once the parameter is configured, the user should click "Create" button. The user 
should repeat this process to describe all parameters. 
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8.2.5.3. Deploying workflow implementation to the GEMLCA Service 
Once the execution has been fully configured, the action tab displays the available 
actions (See Figure 8.2.16): 
 

• Deploy to GEMLCA: This deploys the currently configured execution to 
GEMLCA, so that it can be executed from the SSP. 

• Undeploy from GEMLCA: This un-deploys the currently deployed execution 
of this implementation from GEMLCA – thereby making no longer executable 
from the SSP. 

• Re-Deploy to GEMLCA: This redeploys the currently deployed execution of 
this Implementation in GEMLCA, with the new configuration. 

 
(Not all of the above actions will be available, only the ones which are appropriate, 
given the state of execution deployment) 

 
Figure 8.2.16: Actions for deployment of execution 

Once deployed, the name of the GEMLCA ID will appear in the Implementation’s 
Details page. From this point, the workflow can be executed through the SSP. 

8.2.5.4. Modifying workflow execution 
Links to edit values in Table 8.2.17 can be used to modify configurations of the 
execution. The revised execution can be saved and re-deployed using the 
appropriate action. 
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8.2.5.5. Executing workflow 
Workflow execution parameters are defined to facilitate workflow deployment in 
GEMLCA. Table 8.2.3 shows an example of what parameters should be provided 
before the workflow is deployed to GEMCLA. 

 

Table 8.2.3 : Providing execution specific data  
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8.3. Portal and Repository Integration 
feedback report: I12 

 
The SHIWA Portal and the SHIWA Repository are two stand-alone services in the 
simulation platform that can be used either separately or together. To improve 
usability of the simulation platform the portal and the repository have been integrated, 
i.e. they can be used together as a single entity. 
 
Previously users had to use the portal and repository as two separate entities. First, 
they had to select a workflow implementation and memorize its GEMLCA IDs using 
the repository GUI. Next, they had to create the workflow using the GEMLCA IDs 
using the portal GUI in order to embed them in meta-workflows or run them as single 
non-native workflows (See Figure 8.3./a). To improve the simulation platform usability 
we should connect the portal and the repository to enable portal users to access the 
SHIWA Repository GUI from the portal and to select workflows directly via the portal. 
This integration should allow the portal to get the list of selected workflows from the 
repository and present the list when the user wants to embed a workflow or run a 
non-native workflow (See Figure 8.3./b). In order to enable this functionality both the 
SHIWA Portal and the SHIWA Repository should be extended. These extensions are 
described in the followings sub-sections 
 

 
Figure 8.3.1: Embedding a workflow from the repository:  

(a) separate and (b) integrated services 

To ease the usage of the SHIWA Simulation Platform the integration of the SHIWA 
Portal and the SHIWA Repository was needed. To achieve this goal we defined two 
phases. In the first phase we should embed the repository GUI to the portal GUI 
although the workflow ID is not transferred between the portal and the repository. In 
the second phase the workflow ID can be retrieved directly from the SHIWA 
Repository. As a result, users should not need to manipulate the workflow ID 
anymore. 

(a)  Separate Portal and Repository (b) Integrated Portal and Repository 
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8.3.1. Embedding the Repository in the Portal 
In the first step the SHIWA Repository was embedded into the SHIWA Portal using a 
Liferay based tool, the iFrame portlet (See Figure 8.3.2). The iFrame portlet allows 
the portal administrator to set up authentication forwarding to enable the users to 
authenticate themselves only on the main website. The iFrame portlet forwards the 
authentication information seamlessly in the background. This portlet allows the 
embedding of other websites inside the current webpage and the users can navigate 
on the embedded webpage without losing the current webpage’s profile.   

 

Figure 8.3.2: iFrame portlet 
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Figure 8.3.3: SHIWA Portal 

The SHIWA Portal’s Menu was extended with a new tab: Workflow Repository tab 
(See Figure 8.3.3). If users click on this tab they will access the SHIWA Repository 
GUI directly (See Figure 8.3.4) and can browse and search the repository. 

 
Figure 8.3.4: SHIWA Repository in the SHIWA Portal 
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8.3.2. Integrating the Portal and the Repository 

8.3.2.1. SHIWA Repository extensions 
As described in the previous section, a Workflow Repository Portlet was added to the 
SHIWA Portal, to enable browsing the contents of the SHIWA Repository. We 
created a new view, called SSP view, for the repository, which is activated only if the 
repository is opened from the SHIWA Portal. The repository was extended with the 
capability to administer a list of entities for the users of an external component and 
provide this information on request. In order to enable this functionality we developed 
the following components: 
 

 
Figure 8.3.5: Browse Workflows page in SSP View 
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• SSP Login Servlet 
In order to let the repository know that it has been opened from the SHIWA 
Portal, it has to be opened via the SSP Login Servlet. This servlet expects two 
parameters: SHIWA Portal Key and SHIWA Portal User Identifier. After 
passing these parameters to the servlet, it creates a special SSP session for 
the portal user and opens the SSP View of the Browse Workflows page in the 
portal. The solution has been designed to support users of multiple portals 
simultaneously. 
 

• SSP View 
Most of the repository pages had to be amended to support displaying the 
SSP related elements. These elements are icons and buttons to indicate 
which workflow implementations are selected and to enable users to 
select/deselect them. In the “Browse Workflow” pages a “Play” button (See the 
first workflow in Figure 8.3.5) indicates that the workflow implementation is 
runnable. By clicking on the button, the implementation will be selected for 
execution and it is indicated by a yellow tick over the “Play” button. (See the 
second workflow in Figure 8.3.5). SSP View is available in the “Implementation 
Table” page (See Figure 8.3.6) as well, where the “Runnable” column 
indicates whether an implementation is runnable within the SSP and whether it 
has been selected for embedding. 

 

 

Figure 8.3.6: Table of Workflow Implementations in SSP View 
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• SSP Implementation List servlet 
SSP Implementation List servlet expects exactly the same parameters as the 
SSP Login servlet on invocation: SHIWA Portal Key and SHIWA Portal User 
Identifier. It responds with a list of all runnable workflow implementations held 
by the repository, indicating which are selected for embedding by the given 
user. 

 
• SSP Embedding Table 

The information on which workflow implementations have been selected by 
the different users is stored in the SSP Embedding Table. This table is queried 
by the SSP Implementation List servlet. It should be noted that the list of 
implementations selected for embedding in the SHIWA Portal are mapped to 
SHIWA Portal users and not to SHIWA Repository users. Consequently, portal 
users do not need user accounts on the SHIWA Repository to embed 
workflows in the SHIWA Portal. 

8.3.2.2. WS-PGRADE GEMLCA Extensions 
The grid User Support Environment (gUSE), that provides the high-level Grid 
services for the WS-PGRADE portal, is connected to GEMLCA by a standalone web 
service component called GemlcaQuery. It manages the communication and data 
transfer between GEMLCA and WS-PGRADE. It provides structured information 
about available legacy codes for other gUSE components. 
 
Two portlets use services of GemlcaQuery: the GEMLCA Explorer and the 
Configuration portlet. They are both embedded in the WS-PGRADE portal. The 
GEMLCA Explorer enables users to get details on legacy codes stored in the 
GEMLCA Repository. This helps users retrieving the number of input and output 
ports of the GEMLCA legacy applications during creation of abstract workflows. The 
Configuration portlet enables users to adjust the type of the job to GEMLCA, select 
the legacy code that represents the desired workflow implementation and 
parameterize it. 
 
Transferring data of all parameters of the available legacy codes may take relatively 
long time (~ 1 min depending on the number of legacy codes). To minimize this time 
we integrated a caching mechanism, called GemlcaCacheService, into gUSE. This 
service uses a thread that is executed periodically to update the cache from the 
GEMLCA Repository. The default update time is one hour but it can be adjusted. 
Although every request related to GEMLCA legacy codes goes through the 
GemlcaCacheService, the list of the legacy codes is not cached, but acquired directly 
from the GEMLCA Repository without using the cache. We used the same approach 
to get the list of workflows selected by the user in the SHIWA Repository. Figure 
8.3.7 presents the extension of the WS-PGRADE portal required to integrate the 
portal and the repository. Red boxes represent the components that were modified, 
the red line shows the connection that is established between the SHIWA Portal and 
the SHIWA Repository, green boxes represent the two repositories. 
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Figure 8.3.7: Integration of the Portal and the Repository 

We modified the GemlcaQuery component to get the list of the selected applications 
for a given userID through the servlet provided by the SHIWA Repository and merge 
it with the list of available legacy codes provided by the GEMLCA Service. 
 
The servlet responds in the following format:  
 

<Legacy Code ID> “:” true|false,  
 

where true/false denotes that the user has selected the application in the SHIWA 
Repository for further use or not.  

 
This list is sorted in such a way that the selected ones will be ordered to be first. 
Finally they will be merged with the list from GEMLCA. As the GEMLCA Repository 
may contain more legacy codes than is available in the SHIWA Repository and 
availability of these codes are supported by gUSE as well, after merging the list, the 
subset of legacy codes that are in the GEMLCA Repository but not in the SHIWA 
Repository are added to the list as well. We separated these three different types of 
legacy codes by adding extra separators to the list among the selected, the 
unselected and the non-available legacy codes. These separators are set to be 
disabled in the list; therefore users can only select valid legacy codes. Different views 
are shown in Figure 8.3.8 and Figure 8.3.9. 
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Figure 8.3.8: Legacy Code List in GEMLCA Explorer servlet 

 

 
Figure 8.3.9: Legacy Code List in the Job Configuration servlet 
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9. Conclusions 
This deliverable summarised the improvements of the SHIWA Simulation Platform, 
particularly the improvements of the SHIWA Portal and the SHIWA Repository. The 
issues addressed by the described developments were identified by the users of the 
simulation platform and were described in detail in the SHIWA Simulation Platform 
periodic feedback reports. The enhancements focused on improving the usability, 
scalability, performance and providing tight integration with the SHIWA Portal. As 
described in this document, the majority of the requests have been fulfilled. Some of 
them are still under investigation, while others have been scheduled to be addressed 
in the near future. 
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